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Toxin Toxout, Rick Smith and Bruce Lourie’s follow-up to
their international bestselling Slow Death by Rubber Duck,
published in Canada on Dec 31st and in Australia on
November 20th. This time around the environmentalist duo
focus on just how to cleanse your body of the harmful
toxins they showed to be common to near every
mass-produced everyday products, from cleaning sprays
to children’s toys to takeout containers, in their first book,
therefore making it a worthwhile read for just about
everyone.

Since it’s publication, here’s what early readers have had to say:
“[A] distressing and amusing adventure on the road to detoxing individuals and the planet.”
—NOW Magazine
“If you pick up the book, I promise you this: you’ll laugh, you’ll wince, and you’ll learn a hell of a lot.”
—Adria Vasil, Ecoholic
“If you want to reduce your risk of getting cancer, asthma, allergies and a host of other medical
problems, read this book.” —Toronto Star
“Ruthlessly probing and logical ... These authors have created a truly indispensable and enlightening
guide to living in the 21st century.” —William Davis, MD, author of the#1 New York Times bestseller
Wheat Belly: Lose the Wheat, Lose the Weight, and Find Your Path Back to Health
“Toxin Toxout admirably demonstrates how important our everyday product choices are—from the food
we buy to the cars we choose to drive ... a much-needed guide on how to live—and maintain—a
toxin-free lifestyle.” —Dr. Natasha Turner, author of the #1 national bestseller The Hormone Diet
“We all owe a debt of gratitude to Bruce Lourie and Rick Smith for slowly poisoning themselves for our
benefit. And perhaps even more, for figuring out how to unpoison themselves. This is a fascinating book
that has made me change my daily routines.” —A.J. Jacobs, New York Times bestselling author of Drop
Dead Healthy, My Life as an Experiment

			
			

We were thrilled to see Above All Things by Tanis Rideout on the longlist for the 2014
IMPAC Dublin Literary Award.

			
			
			

As you’re probably aware, the IMPAC Dublin Award is given annually. The author of
the winning title is awarded €100,000, unless the book is an English translation, in
which case €75,000 is awarded to the author and €25,000 to the translator.

			

The 2014 shortlist will be announced on April 9th and the winner on June 12th.

Tanis Rideout’s
Above All Things
McClelland & Stewart

Dr. William Davis’ new
cookbook, Wheat Belly
30-Minute (or Less!)
Cookbook, debuted on the
Jan14, 2014 New York Times
Bestseller List at #15. Wheat
Belly was also there at #18,
for its 102nd week on the list.

The U.S. edition of The
Supercharged Hormone
Diet by Dr. Natasha Turner
debuted on the Jan 12, 2014
New York Times
Hardcover Advice Bestseller
List at position #17

WE’RE EXCITED ABOUT

Kawade Shobo Shinsha’s Japanese edition of L. Marie Adeline’s
S.E.C.R.E.T., which has sold into 30 territories thus far, just about
knocked our socks off when it came in the mail. Veering away from
the title’s internationally popular cover featuring variations of the
protagonist’s charm bracelet against a purple background, this
electrically colourful edition immediately piques interest, calling to
anyone interested in a fun, sexy read. The neon pink interior is just
the icing on the cake!
OUT APR 8, 2014

Claire Battershill’s
Circus
McClelland & Stewart

Coming off a year when
Alice Munro won the
Pulitzer Prize for
Literature and Lynn
Coady’s collection Hellgoing claimed the Scotiabank
Giller Prize, we think
Claire Battershill may be
the next breakout
Canadian short story
writer.
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Dennison Smith’s
The Eye of the Day
HarperCollins Canada
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“[S]urprisingly beautiful in
its sheer coldness, from its
description of the heartless
Vermont winter to the chilly
and dysfunctional relationships among Aubrey and
his family. Smith’s novel is a
riveting narrative of survival,
self-knowledge, and the
possibility of second chances.”
—Quill & Quire
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Please contact Paige Sisley with any questions, or if you’re interested in more information.

